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Fixpunktt~eorie

11.9. bis 17.9.1977

37/1977

Die Tagung stand unter der Leitung von A.Dold (Heidel
berg)· und E.Fadell (Madison).

Die Fixpunkttheorie kann vor allem im Hinblick auf ihre
Anwendungen in zwei Teilgebiete gegliedert werden, einen
analytisch-geometrischen und einen algebraisch-abstrak
ten Bereich. Die analytisch-geometrische Fixpunkttheo
rie befaßt sich im wesentlichen mit de~ Existenz von
-Fixpunkten für Selbstabbildungen von Banachräumen oder
allgemeiner von ANRs; Anwendung findet sie in der Geo-_
metrie, der Topologie, der Funktionalanalysis und der
Theorie der Differenti~l- und Integralgleichungen. Da
gegen gewinnt die algebraisch-abstrakte Fixpunkttheorie
mittels einer Indextheorie auf kompakten Liegruppen G
oder auf G~MannigfaltigkeitenStrukturaussagen z.B. für
verschiedene Kohomologiealgebrenj sie liefert daneben
auch funktionalanalytische Resultate wie etwa in der
Verzweigungstheorie.

Geometrische Probleme wurden in Vorträgen über Verall
gemeinerungen des satzes von Borsuk-Ulam (31), (32),
über die Hopf-Vermutung (32) und die ebene Fixpurikt
ve~utung (3) erörtert ..Mittels verallgemeinerter .Niel
sen-Zahlen konnte die Deformierbarkeit von Selbstabbil
dungen kompakter Mannigfaltigkeiten in fixpunktfreie
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Abbilduneen geprüft (17) und eine untere Schranke für
die Anzahl· p~riodischer Punkte vop Abbildungen auf
kom-pakten ANRs angegeben 'verden (15). In einem abend
lichen Seminar wurde ein Computerverfahren zur Bestim
m~ng der Fixpunkte von Selbstabbildungen der Kreis
scheibe (Satz von Brouwer) bespro~hen (J.Alexander).

In Verallgemeinerung der klassischen Fixpuructsät~e ~

von Banach und Schauder wurde die Fixpunkteigenschaft ~

verschiedener Teiimengen von Banachräumen für.?icht-
expansive (13), (19), (28), accretive (19), radial-

kompakte (20) und kondensierende (26) Operatoren so-
wie für Abbildungen mit einer kontraktiven Iterierten
(22) und Abbildungen vom Frum-Ketkov-Typ (28), (30)
diskutiert.

Mithilfe 'der asymptotischen (8), (25) ~nd ~er sto
chastischen Fi~punkttheorie (6) wurden Differential
und Integralgleichungen behandelt, womit sich. auch
Referat (10) befaßte; z.T. wurde dabei eine Index
theorie für meh~lertige Abbildungen benutzt (6), (8).
Fixpunktsätze für mehrwertige Abbildung~n enthielten

die Vorträge über m-Funkti~nen (18) '.' über radialkom

pakte (20) und über kond~nsierende Abbildungen (26).
Mit~els. der algebraischen Struktur ihrer Kohomologie
gruppen konnten Grassmann-Mannigfaltigk~itenauf ihre
Fixpunkteigenschaft hin untersucht werden (12). In ~

Vortrag (11) ,vurden Proble~e bei der Diskussion peri-
odischer Crbite von Flüssen ,'auf r·Iannie;fal tigkei ten
aufgezeigt. Eine Invariante aus der stabilen Honoto-

piegr~ppe u; - eine Art Brouwerscher Abbildungsgrad -.
diente einer Erweiterung des klassischen Verzweigungs-
satzes von Hopf zu einer globalen Aussage (1). Auch

Referat (29) entwickelte einen globalen Verzweigungs-
satz.
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Algebraische Anwendung fand die Fixpunkttheorie bei
der Bestimmung der (KO~) Homologiealgebren 'gewisser
Konfigurationsräume (5)~·und der klassifizierenden
Räume BG für kompakte Liegruppen G (9). Beziehungen
zwischen den Kohomologiealgebren der Fixpu~~tmenge

eines G-Raumes und des Raumes selbst wurden für G =
Z , P prim, und G = 81 erörtert (27). In Vortrag (14)p .
wurde die Fixpunkttheorie z~~ StudiUm der Evaluati-
onsabbildung xy

--> X verwandt, und in Refer~t (2) lie
ferte sie .eine Charakterisierung des stabilen Homo
topieelementes, das einer kompakten Liegruppe zusam
men mit ihrem linksinvarianten Framing durch die
Pontrjagin-Thom Konstruktion zugeordnet ist.

Equivarianzpunktsätze für Selbstabbildungen von G
Räumen als weitere Verallgemeinerung des Satzes von
Borsuk-Ulam (5), (23) und der Lefs<?hetzsche Fixpunkt
satz für kompakte G~uppen. (21) .schufen eine Verbin
dung zur Geometrie. Der Analysis di~nte eine Anwen
dung der Fixpunkttheorie auf G-Räumen in der Verzwei
gungstheorie: z.B. konnten Hamilton-Systeme gewöhnli
cher Differentialgleichungen behandelt werden (7).
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Vortragsauszüge

(1) J.ALEXAlüJER: Global bifurcation of fixed'points
of condensing operators

Let Gfin , Gcomp ' Gcond be spaces cf finite dimensional,

of compact and of condensing perturbations of the

identity on same neighborh0od of 0 in areal Banach
sp~ce X with g-1(O) = 0 for all geG•• Then we ~a:vc

inclusions S2 ClO s oO c.) ·G•. Similarly one has GL.C, GA where"
GL~ 18 the appropriate linear group of continuously
invertible maps. In the diagram

GL(co ) c-, GL
fin

C-, GLcomp '-> GLcond

I ! !
nClOs OO c.., Grin ~ Gcomp '-, Gcond

all horizontal maps are weak homotopy equivalences, and
the vertical naps induce the J-homomorphism on homotopy
groups.

No\V let f: (Rn( X- X be such that f). (0) = f(>' ~O) 0

and f>. f G.. in a uniform way on compact subsets of N - l 0 J
where N i5 some neighborhood of 0 in Rn. If 8n- 1 iz a
8mall sphere in" N c.. (Rn around 0, the map .\~ f,., for

A E. 8
n - 1 yields 8..L~ elemer_t r( fE IIn _1(G~) f: IT ~-1 •

Theorem: If tf' f # 0, global bifurcation of zeroes of

f occurs: There exists a connected set n o of zeroes

of' f'with 1) (o,o)iSZ o ' 2) Sn-~no =~, 3) «exterior

OI Sn-1 in [Rn) \J {co] )" 51
0

!- '/J.

The proof involves making finite dimensional approxi
mations, putting explicit framed manifolds ~in the space
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and using the identification of framed bordism and
stable homotopy and the duality theorem fo~ generalized

. .

homology theories. Ta go back to infinite dimensions, .
--""

one uses the continuit~ property of Cech cohomologie~.

If f is C1 , by working with the derivative Dxf~lx=o

in 1I - l ol, one receives an element trfl: Ü 1 (GTJ )' ~
n- . "

Un_1(GL(~», and on~ has ~f = J(~f)·

Applications to non-linear eigenvalue problems and
Hopf bifurcation problems are discussed. Also methods

of calculating ~f are mentioned.

(2) J.C.BECKER: Compact Lie groups with their 1eft
invariant' framing and the fixed point

index

A compact Lie group G together with its 1eft invariant
framing L determines a stable-homotopy element [G,L] ~

U o(Sn), n = dirn G. We study the problem of identify~ng

this element. Our starting point-ia the relation between
[G,L] and the fixed point index associated with the
fibre~preservingmap GllG-)G .. G, (g,g) ......... (g,gg) •. Using

this relationship, we compute [G,~] in several low
dimensional cases and obtain general results on the

possible order of [G,LJ.

(3) R.BELL: Techniques for the plane fixed point

conjecture

The plane fixed point conjecture asserts that.every

non-seperating plane continuum has the fixed point
.property for continuous ma~s. In this talk I intend

to survey my past work on this problem.
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(4) R.F.BROWN: EQuations en manifolds - a survey

Fixed point and degree theory can be viewed as the
study of equations of the form f(x) = x and f(x) = c
for functions f: ,X-") X.

Motivated by problems in analysis, the main thrust cf
the subject has teen to generalize results concerning
these equations to ever breader classes of spaces and
functions. However, fram time to time, there have been
discoveries concerning such equati~ns that require
strong hypotheses in'order to give conclusions that
are more precise than in the general'theory. These
results, many of which are motivated by questiuns fram
algebra, require at the least that·X be a compact mani
fald. During the,past few years, there has bee~ a sub
stantial increase in activity in this sort cf fixed
point theory. The'lecture describes what 18 presently
~own about this subject and poses some unsolved
problems.

(5) F.R.COHEN: structure and homology cf

configuration s~aces; applications

Given a maniiold rot and a to.pological space X wi th a
~nice" base point, we construct a certain space C(M,X).

C(M~X) enjoys several properties:

1) If C(M,X) is connected, thpn it splits stably into
a "ledge oi n j-adj.c constructions".

2) H.C(M,X) can be given in favorable cases.

3) H~C(H,X) gives the E2-term of several spectral
sequcnces, one due to Gelfand-Fuks and one due to
D.W.Anderson and P.Trauber.
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4) H~C(M,X) gives the homology of the space of sections
P(M) described by D.Mac Duft.

5) C(Rn,X) i8 weakly equivalent to Jtnsnx for path

connected spaces X.

The construction of C(M,X) i8 given in terms of Fadell
Neuwirth's nation of a 'configuration space.

~ (6) H.ENGL: Stochastic fixed point theorems

"Let X be a separable Banach space, (f/.. ,./r'f) a ü-fini te
measure space and C: n ~ 2X a separable map - i. e. for

all open D Co X the set Lc:Ji: Jl / C(L])" D f:. 0] belangs to v4-,
and there exists a countable set Z c. X such that C('-J)"Z

C(CJ) for all c...JeQ. T: Gr C ~X (2X ) is called a (set

valued) random operator with stochastic domain C if

L "" E. S2 / XEC (tJ) and T(GJ ,X)e D (T(Q ,x )"D f:. ~J 6 "" for all.
X6.X and ~ll open subs~ts D ~ X .. x: .5L ~ X is called a
wide-sense fixed point of T if x(Q)~C(~) and x(o) =

T(e..) ,x(CIJ» (x(Q)6. T(o ,x(c..») ) .for all cJ e Q • ~fj_ random

fixed point is a measurable function x: S2. -) X which
fulfills the properties of a wide-sense fixed point for

r -almost all t:)c SL .'

Using a Chebyshef-centre method, we prove a result about
the existence of a random fixed point of nonexpansive
random operators. Then we prove a result which contains

especially: If T: Gr C ~x (or CB(X)) is a continuous
(set-valued) random operator with stochastic domain C
which has a wide-sense fixed point, then it has a random.

fixed point.

Finally we give a stochastic version of the Kakutani

Bohnenblust-Karlin fixed point theorem for upper semi
continuous set-valued maps.
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(7/ E.FADELL: On Yang type ind.exes for G-spaces with
applications to bifu~cation theory

In bifurcation theory ther~ are useful techniques which

require the cl~ssification cf invariant subspaces cf a

fixed free 72-space by assigning to such a subspace X a
non-negative integer called Iildex X. T~is.index function
i8 requir€i to possess certain pr0perties, e.g. mono~

toneity, continuity, additivity etc. The indexes of Yang

developed in the 1950's have proved useful in "this regard •
• More recently situations in bifurcation theory havc been

encountered w~ere the symmetry group G i8 not ~2 and the,
action 18 not' necessarily free. Accordingly, the author
(with Paul Rabinowitz) has systematica~ly developed
index theories satisfying the requisite properties for

parac~mpact G-spaces, where G i8 cD arbitrary compac~

Lie group and the action i8 not ass~~ed to be·free. This
theory i8 then applied to a situation involving a non
free s1-action to obtain resul~s on the bifurcation of
time'periodic solutions from an equilibrium point for
Ha~iltonian systems of ordinary differential equations.

(8) Chr.C.FENSKE: Asynptotic fixed point theorems
for multivalued transfornations

·A multivalued map f: X-7Y i8 admissible if'it is Pt

composition 01 upper semicontinuous Llaps with CODpäct e
acyclic images. If Y = X, then f i5 of comract attraction,

if f is locally compact and has a compact attractor. We
define a fixed point index for admissible maps of compact

attraction on Alms.

Let X be an ANR J f: X -) X an admissible map 'of compact

~~~~-~-------~~-----'---~~------------------- --,
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attraction, :b' a component OI Ffx(f), f(X-J:') (. X-F, \'1 a

neighborhood of F such that ~~(Pix(f)-F) =.0. Assume

that flx-F is of compact attraction, and let AObe a

compact attractor which-has arbitrarily small neighbor

hoods V such that f(V) is a compact subset of V. Then

ind (X ,f , \&/) = 1\ (f) - 1\ (f IX- F ). Hence, i f H~ ( X , X- F) = 0,

then ind(X,f,W) O. If there is a neighborhood U of F

such that U~A = ~ and 3~(X,X-U) = 0, then ind(X,f,W) = C.

II X is an ANR, let ep = (~t)t~o be a multivalued semoi

flo\\T such that for t) 0 eac·h ; t is locally COffipact and

admissible, and" assurne that there is a compact attractor

A for~, i.e." for each XEX and each neighborhood U of A
there is a t with ~t(x)~ U. Let E be a closed set such

that E"~t(E) for all t and such that for a suitable

neighborhood U of E and for all x~U-E there is a t with

4t (x) c. X-tl. Then there is a neighborhood V of E "and a

T > 0 such that ind(X,;t,V) is defined for all tE(O,T}

and equals 'X (X) - I)( (X-E) •

(9) M.FESHBACH: A double coset theorem for the transfer

A general double coset theorem for the fixed point

transfer has been proved by the author (Bull. AMS, Mav

1977). This theorem specializes in many cases. These

formulae can be used to prove theorems about characteristic

classes. In particular, Borel's theorem which says that

H-(BG;~) is iso~orphic to H*(BT;~)W - where G is a compact

Lie· group, T a maximal torus and W the Weyl group - and

similar results are easy corollaries. G.Brumfiel and

.I.Madsen have obtained same cf these results by different

methods. I also understand that T.tom Dieck has developed

a double coset theorem.
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(10) G.FOURNIER: Existence and uninueness of the

solution cf a system of integral

equations containinß multiple
convolutions

In order to prove the existence of some systems cf
integral equations, one considers the corresponding

selfmap delined on a subspace of & product of the

relevant space of functions.

First, using an Ascoli th~orem, one tries to prove

that ~his map has a. compact convex att~actor (for
points). Since this attractor i8 invariant under the

map, by the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem, the
map has a fixed point belonging to that cornpact convex

subset - hence the system has a solution. Finally, if
the,map i8 locally a contraction, then the fixed point

18 unique. Not~ that the method provides a de~cription

of the compact convex set containing'the fixed point;

hence it often gives some property of the solution

such ~hat it i8 uniformly continuous. ~his method can

be used on multiple convolu~ions integral equations
to give the existence and uniqueness of the solutions.

(11) F.B.FULLER: Periodic orbits of flows as fixec points

•

Let Tt be a flow on a !Ilanifold. :'!. Thq follow:i.ng procedure e
suggests itself as a way to show the existcn~e cf periodic

orbits cf Tt -, Let X be a function space ~f closed curves
in M, where two curves are equivalent if they differ by

an orientation-preserving chang~ of parameter_ The flow

Tt on M then defines a flow Ti on X for which periodic

orbits of Tt on M becone stagnation points of Ti on X.
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Unfortunately no method comes to hand for showing the

existence of stagnation points of Ti. If.X has suitable
compactness properties, then an index theory for the

stagnation points 6f Ti reduces to an index theory for
the fOixed points of the map x.-) Tt(x) for sufficiently
small positive t. But it does not appear possible to

define X with the properties needed.

To what extent are the difficulties intrinsic? An
example of flows on the Möbius band shows that a

satisfactory index theory for stagnation points of Tt
on X cannot assign a constant value to those stagnation
points whose neighborhoods conve~ge to them as t -) + 00 •

This conclusion is in sharp contrast to the theorem of
Leray for conventional fixed po~nt theory that a fixed

point, whose neighborhoods converge to it as the map is

iterated, roust hav~ index +1.

An index· theory for stagnation points applicabl~ to th~

existence cf periodic orbits thus cannot resemble the
usual fixed point theories. At the same time, since an
index theory can be constructed directly for the
periodic orbits (Fuller, Amer.J.Math., January 1967),'

it seems likely that an applicable index theory for .
stagnation points exists. The talk i6 thus achallenge:

What is this theory?

(12) H.GLOVER: Selfmans of Grassmann manifolds
by H.Glover and W.Homer

A natural generalization to Grassmann manifolds over

the real, complex and quaternion fields of the known
results about the fixed point property for selfmaps

of proJective.spaces would say:
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1) ir'G ,E; FPP for IFp,q
and p I: q,

2) HG ~ FPP if and only :Lr p I- q.p,q
In this p~per we prove apart of this result, namely:

1) alGp,q t FPP if pq is even and q > 2p2 - p,

2) fIG p f FPP if q ) 2p2 - p.,q
Our method of proof is to show that every graden algebra

endomorphism f"ofH'(lFG ;2) is determined by itsp,q
action on the bottom ~lass c 1 . More specifically we
prove that flt(c

i
) ~ kJ. Ci for all i if 'l t

(c1 ) = kc 1'.

(13) K.GOEBEL: Irregular sets with fixed point property

for nonexpansive map~ings

Generally the fixed point property for nonexpansive
mappings depends very strongly on same "t:lice" geometrical

properties of the"considered spaces. The aim of thls talk
is to point out some singularities occuring in this field.

Examples of same geemetrically "bad" convex sets with
fixed point property will be given. For example there

exists a seque.nc~ A1 :> A2 :> A3 ::> ••• cf closed, bounded and

convex sets in l' such that A1 , A3 , AS' .•. have the

fixed point pr2perty and A2 , A4 , A6 , ••• da not. The

intersection ~~. Ai may or may not have t~e fixed puint 4It
property according tc.our c~oice. The sequence Ai even
may'be Hausdorff convergent.

(14) D.H.GOTTLIEB: Fixed point theory and
the evaluation map

This is a survey cf how fixed point theery has led to
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results about the evaluätion map xy~x and how study
of this map can lead to a fixed point resu~t regarding
liftings cf actions of Lie .groups to prinqipal torus
bundles.

(15) B.HALPERN: Numbers of periodic points

Consider a compact connected ANR X and a continuous
map f: X -) X. Set Pn ( f) = l x~x / fn(x) = x and ri(x) l x

for 1 ~ i <. n]. We want to find min [ card(Pn(g» / g~ fj.

As a first step in attacking. this problem we develop
a theory analogo,us to the Nielsen fixed point theory.

Numbers Dn(f) , An(f), An(f), Sn(f) and Tn(f) are defined

and it 18 shown that card(Pn(g» ~ Dn(f), An(f), •.• and

Dn(g) = Dn(f), An(g) = An(f), .•• for all g!;;;'·f.

Appllcations a~e given to certain maps on tori and to
all maps on the Klein bottle, and it turns out that in
these cases Dn(f) = min Lcard(Pn(g» / gc::. f.]. The

methods developed in the applications to tori give a

positive answer to a question of Shub and Sullivan
concerning .the existence of Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms
isotopic to certain diffeomorphisms on tori.

Finally, a general coincidence theory 1s 1l1ustrated
by the" following theorem":' If. g: ~pn_) RGn,m_n 18 any

map from the complex projective 8pa~e Cpn i~to the
Gra~smann manifold of n-planes "in Rm and if f: ~pn __)

RG2 ,m_2 is a classifying m~p for th~ canonical line
. n ." '.

bundle over CF made real, then the~~ exist x 1 , x 2 ' ••• ,

xkt ~pn, k4n+1, such that f(xi)J..g(xi +t ) for i =

1,2, ••• ,k, where xk+ 1 = x1 •
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(16) K.Ä.HARDIE: The enumeration and invariance
'probl~m for pair-homotopy classes

Let f·, g be pairs in the sense of Eckmann and Hil ton
and let. [f, g ] denote the set of pair-homotopy classes
of pair maps from f to g. Cofibration means closed
cofibration. S denotes reduced suspellsion.

Theorem 1: Suppose
1} f~ft: X-)y and g.~gt: E"':'->B,

2) f is a cofibration or g i6 a fibration,
3) ft i8 a ~ofibration or gt i6 a fibration.
Then [Snf,gJ'~ [Snf1 ,g'J (n)1).

If IX. 6 [X, Y ] c?ntains a cofibration i or,. if f3 6 [E, ~ J
contains a fibration Pt we may unambiguously define

Iin(tA.,~) = [Sni,g]=.[Snf,p], where feD( and geß.

Theorem 2: There 1s an exact sequence (n") 1)

••• -) tln(Co.,Fp ) -) Iin (Y,E)-> Jn(o< ,1"') ~ i7n- 1 (CD( ,Fp )-> ..• ,

where C~ i8 the cofibre of 0( and F~ i8 the fibre of jJ.

SampIe application: Let 'Z 6 TI 3 (S 2 ), "V t: Tl7 (S4) denote

the Ropf classes. Then nn(1,~) is an extension of

iTn+2 (s
7 ) by 1/n -1 ( C'l ' S

3 ) (n ) 1) ·

(17) S. Y.HUSSEINI: Relating" Nielsen numb"ers,
obstruction classes and
generalized Lefschetz numbers

Suppose that f: M-) M i8 a map of a compact manifold M

inte itself. Then, in the simply connected case, f is
defermable to a fixed point free map if and only if the

Lefschetz number A(f) = O. But this need not be so if M

i6 not simply connected.

•
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Therefore, we

1) define an obstruction.o(f) for so d~forming fand
then express this obstruction in terms of the
indices of essential Nielsen clas8es so that oCf)
o if and only if the Nielsen number N(~) is-O!.

2) define a generalized' Lefschet.z number J\;r (f) , . when
1/= iT1(M) 18 finite, and express oCf) in terms of
1\ ii (f), and

3) ex~ress "7j(f)"in terms of 10cal indices sq,that
one relate~ A~(f) directly to N(f) with.~ being
finite.

(18) R.JERRARD:" Multiple-valued functions applied to
:fixed points·cf, continuous functions'

Certain multiple-valued functions called m-functions. -
are ~seful in desc~ibing the behavior of fixed points
and in sblving coincidence problems. These are finite
valued functions, with each point in the graph weighted
by a value taken from a ring. There is a~ additivity
condition which requires that-the sum of- the weights'
is conserved locally in the range "space as the domain
variable changes. If f t : X-') X describes a homotopy,
then the .mul tiple-valued function cI>: I -) X with ep(t)

equal to the set of fixed points of f t and with weightS
equal to their indices, can be an m-function. One can
also define homology (and homotopy) groups using the
m-functions themselves, and can prove fixed point
theorems for m-functions.
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(19) W.A.KIRK: Fixed point theorems for
nonexpansive mappings in Banach spaces

If X 1s a Banach space arid D a subset cf X, then

a mapping T cf 'n into X 1s called nonexpansive If
UT(x) - T(y)U , ßx - YÜ for all x and y in D. Recent
developments in fixed point theory for nonexpansive

mappings will be discussed, including an exposition
cf the fundamental role this theory plays in the study
cf accretive operators, a class cf operators important

in the theory of nonlinear semigroups. The talk will
also incluß,e an announcement cf new· results for non

expansive mappi.ngs defined on unbounded. convex sets.

(20) R.J.KNILL: Fixed points of radially compact

ma~~ on H~lbert,spaces

, ·E '
I,et F: E -) 2 be a compact convex set-vp.lued upper

semicontinuous function on a Hilbert space E. Let B L E

be the closed unit ball and let r: E-),B be radial

project1on. F i8 said to be radially compact if rF(E)
has compact closure ..

SUPPo8e that F is radially compact and that F(A) i8

relatively compact for every bounded subset Ä of E.
Suppese' fu~ther that there is a posi tive. distance d·
and areal number t such, that I t I ( 1, and that there

are finitely.many points x 1 ' x 2 , ... , xn in E such
that for every point x cf E there is an index i,

1 ~. i " n, such that at least one of the following

three conditions holds:

1) (lx - xi U< d.

2) For every y t: F (x), Uy - xi U'" d.

3') For every yc:F(x), (y - Xi', x - Xi)< t liy - xilUx - xiU.
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Then for some Xo in E, Xo is a point of F(xo ). Further
more for any such xo there is an index i wi"th 1. ~ i ( n,

such that II xo - xiU <. d.

This extends a theorem of Van De Vel for E ~n.

(21) R.J.KNILL: The Lefschetz fixed point theorem
fOT compact groups

It is shown that every compact group G is a Q-simplicial
space.where.Q is any field of characteristic zero. As.~.

consequence it follows that G satisfies the Lefschetz
fixed point theorem for maps f: G ->G such that the
induced homology homomorphism with coefficients in Q

has a finite dimensional image.

(22) J .:MATKOWSKI: .Fixed point theorems for mappin€?s
with a contractive iterate at a'point

Let (X,d) be a complete metric space, T: X~ X, and
~~t ~.: [o,ao)5_.,[o,GO) be .ncndecreasing with respect
to each variable. Suppose that for the function T(t)
«(t,t~t,2t,2t) the s~que~ce of iterates' ~n tends t6 0

in [O,~) and that lim(t - t(t» = 00. Furthermore,
t~~' .

suppose that for each xeX there exists a positive
integer'n = n(x) such tha~ for all y~X, d(Tnx,Tny),

~ (d(x, Tnxl, d(x, Tny) ,d( x ,y) ,d (Tnx ,y) ,d (Tny ,y) ). Under
these assumptions, T has a unique fixed·point.

This theorem generalizes an earlier result cf V.M.

Sehgal and same recent results of L.Khazanchi and
K.Iseki.
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(23) M.NAKAOKA:Equivariant point theorems

The Borsuk-Ulam type theorems due to Conner-Floyd,
Munkholm, Fenn and Lusk, as weIl as an equivariant
point theorem cf Milnor, will be generalized and
proved by a unified methode The ~roofs are patterned
on the cohomological proof cf- the Lefschetz coincidence
theorem and based on analysis of the image in HG(MP;Zp)
or in H~(MP,dM;Zp) of the equivariant fundamental

A - l( P P
cohomology elass U (- HG (M ,H -t\M; 2p ) of a G-manifold M,

where G = {1-, T, •.. , TP-1 J 18 a eyclie group of prime
. p ". ( p-1 )order p and 1:1: r1->M 1S the map Xt----t x,Tx, ... ,T x.

(2~) J.PAK: On the Jiang- spaces

Let f: X-) X be a continuous map from a compact metric
ANR X into itself. Let M{X) be the space cf a11
continuous maps f~om X into i~self with the compact
open topology. The evaluation map ~ at xo~X is defined

by ~(f) = f(x o ' for each fEM(X}. If the indu6ed homo
~orphism ~.: 1I1(M(X),id)-">//t(X,xo ) is onta, then we
eall X a Jiang space.

I will try to enlarge the category of Jiang spaces
so far we have known.

(25) H.-O.PEITGEN: Leray endomorphisms· and
asymptotic fixed point theory

Fundamental studies of- R.D.Nussbaum coneerning the
existence cf periodic solutions of autonomous
functional" diff~rential equations have reeently
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underlined the usefulness cf asymptotic fixed point
theory. The central nation in Nussbaum's considerations
1s the one of an ejectlve (attractive).fixed point.
Using basic properties of Leray endomorphisms and the
generalized Lefschetz number due to J.Leray, we have

1) a fixed point index chara~terization for ejective (E)
and attractive (A) sets for sufficiently compact maps

on an ANR X: v tt

ind (X , f ,E) = 1\ f ( X, X- E), i nd (X, f ,A) = A~ (~) ,
. .

2) a complete classification cf ejective fixed points
on infinite and finite dimensional manifolds:
ind(M,f ,x) = 0 (co -dirn), ind(M,f ,x) = (-1 )ndegxf (n-dim),

3) a fixed point principle for operators leaving
invariant a wedge in a Banach space - i.e. expansion
(compression) properties are imposed for high iterates
of an operator rather than for the operator itself

. (here 1) is crucial),

4) an application cf 3) to the problem of finding a
continuum of periodic soluttons.of x(t) = -lf(x(t-1).

(26) W.V.PETRYS~N: Existence cf nonzero fixed points
for noncompact mappings

Suppose X 1s areal Banach space and K is either a
wedge or a c9ne in X. Let D1 and D2 be open bounded
neighborheods of OtX with n1~D2. It is shown that if.
eithe.~~: D2I\K~K i8 condenslng (single- er multi
val~ed) or I - T i8 A-proper, then under certain.
additional conditions the map T has no~zero fixeQ points

in (D2~D1)nK. New, as weIl as same known earlier and
recent results are deduced as special cases of two
general theorems.
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(27) V.PUPPE: Cohomology of fixed point sets
and deformation of algebras

Under ~ertain conditions the cohomrilogy algebra (wi~h

appropriate coefficients) of the' fixed point set of a

G-space (G = ~p' p prime, or.G = S1) can be considered
adeformation - in'a purely algebraic sense - of the
cohomology algebra of the space itself.

On one hand this gives restrietions on theisomorphism ~

type of algebras that can occur as the cohomology
algebra- of the fixed point set ofa G-space ,ir the
cohomology algebra of the space itself ia given. On
the other hand it leads to the definition of obstruetions
for _the eohomology algebra of the fixe'd point set to
be isomorphie (as an ungraded algebra) to the eohomology
algebra of the space itself.

(28) J.REINERMANN: Some topological aspects in the fixed
point theory cf nonexpansive mappings

A mapping f: X-) E of a nonempty subset X of a Banach
space E into E is s~id t~ be nonexpansive if "fex) -.
f(y)I&Ux - y I for al~ x and y in X. In general, weak
compactness and convexity of X and smoothness properties
of E are assumed to be fulfilled in order to get
Fix(f) I- ~.

We have shown, however, that ahme 'of the most important
results in thiS a~ea remain true 'if "convexity cf X" 18

replaced by "starshapeness of X". Now we intend to
announce some further results 1f X 18 aS8umed to be
a (contractlble) finite uniort of closed botinded convex
Bubsets of E or if X i8 merely we'akly compact. Same
remarks on the topological st!ucture of Flx(f) are added.
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(29) V.STALLBOHM: Coincidence index and
global bifurcation theorems
without multiplicity assumptlons

Using the coincidence degree for couples (L,N) as
developed by Mawhin-Hetzer, we compute the coincidence
index of an 1so1ated zero cf L - N. Special interest
i8 devoted to the case that the linear part of L - N
has a nontrivial kerneI. We assume that L 18 a Fred
holm-operator of index 0 and N 1s a k~set contraction
satisfying some growth conditions. As an application
we obtain aglobaI bifurcation theorem for equations
of the type Lx - B(X)x - R(x,~) = Q without
multiplicity assumptions.

(30) R.SCHÖNEBERG: Fixed point princlples for
mappings of Frum-Ketkov-type
via a generalization
of the fixed point index

Let E be a Banach space, Xc.E and"f: X~E. f 1s said
to be of Frum-Ketkov-type if f is c~ntinuou8 and if

there exist a nonempty compact- subset K of E and a.
constant m< 1 such that d(f(x) ,K) ~- md(x,K) for all
X~X, where d(y,K) denotes the distance from a point y
to K.

4It In this talk ~e present some new fixed point theorems
for.mappings of Frum-Ketkov-type which satisfy. c~rtain

boundary conditions. Essential to our work 18 an
app~opria~~ g~neralization of the classical fixed point
index.
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'(31) H.STEINLEIN: ~enerallzed Bor8uk~Ulam theorems
and asymptotlc ·fixed point theory

Let f: X-) X be a contlnuous map from a clo~ed convex

subset of a normed space into itself such that fk(X) .
18 relati'vely compac't for some k ~ 2. We ask if f· haB

a fixed point.

Let h: G --t G be a free Z -action (p prime) on a Hau8-p . .
dorff space G. Define C(G,h) ={Hc.G / H i8 the disjoint
union of closed subsets Hi , i = 0, 1, ••• , p-1, such' _

that hi(Ho ) = Hi for all iJ"and g(G,h)= min [card(C) /

Ce C(G,h) and C covers G] (Svarc 1961/62). ,

Assume 'Fix(f) 9'. For prime numbers p we define f(p)

g(Fix(fP) ,f).. One knows. that 'P(p) ) IV 2p/k. Hence one
would get a contradiction if one 'could lshow 1(p) = o(p).

. v
Generalizations of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem due to Svarc

\ '

and of the Borsuk-Ljusternik-Schnirelman theorem show
that f(p) = O(p). There might be a chance to obtain

a better version of the Borsuk-Ljusternik-Schnirelman
theorem which would yield the desired o(p) estimate.

(32) F.WILLE: New results in the theory of degree
.af mappings

In 1946, H.Hopf gave the following problem: Let
n n ..

f: S -) S be a continuous mapping on the n-sphere
and let cx E: (0, tr ] be areal number such that
fex) 1:- f(y) whenever '~ (x,y) = eX. Con"jecture:
The degree of f is not' zero.

rt ~ill- be proved ,that the conjecture i8 true for all
even pos! tive integers n. In the case of 0( = Ti /2,

the conjecture holds for all positive integers n.
These results may be transformed into fixed point
theorems by usual met~ods. In the ease of 0( = 7J
we have the weIl known theorem of Borsuk.
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